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How the Vikings used their amazing sunstones and other techniques to cross the open
ocean."Most navigators have heard of Viking sunstones, but few realize they are more than
legend. Leif Karlsen has brought them to life. He shows us how they work--now, and a thousand
years ago--and what it was that led the Viking navigators to develop this unique tool for finding
the direction to the sun, even when the sun is obscured by clouds or fog." — David Burch, PhD,
Director, Starpath School of Navigation, Seattle, WA"... wonderfully written and thoroughly
researched." — Elise Skalwold, FGA, GG, Gemological Curator, Cornell University"If "cutting
edge" can be used in relation to Viking navigation, this information is definitely it. Leif Karlsen is
the world's foremost scholar on the Viking sunstone. His well-researched and intelligent work on
Viking navigation examines the sagas and combines that information with the experiential and
practical research of just trying it out. It's a comprehensive and accessible study that's also a
compelling analysis of the secrets of Viking navigators, and their unparalled success as sea-
born explorers."— Kristine Leander, Ph.D., Director, Leif Erikson International Foundation"The
book explains the author's hypotheses regarding how the Vikings accomplished their
extraordinary open ocean navigation in the North Atlantic, that is, the voyages between Norway,
Iceland, Greenland, and of course Vinland on the North American continent. Not discussed are
Viking coastal and river voyages throughout Europe.The author claims that the voyages were
made mostly along specific latitudes, using several navigational instruments. The book
describes the instruments and their operation. Fascinating is the description of "sunstones",
calcite crystals that indicate the direction of the sun even in cloudy or foggy conditions.What
makes the book fun to read is that the author is clearly an accomplished sailor and navigator in
high latitudes, and is familiar with the currents and landmarks used by sailors in the region. This
is not a book written based only on maps and written documents, it is a book based on real
experience at sea.The appendixes include worked numerical examples of some of the
navigation. I wish the underlying equations had been included or at least referenced. A nice
bibliography is included, and some entries have useful annotations. I wish that the text did a
better job of listing references, so the connection between the text and the bibliography entries
would be clearer.All in all, this is a very unusual and wonderful history book." — D. Brown,
Seattle, WA"Using clues he gleaned from the Icelandic Sagas, his experience as a professional
navigator, and from his voyages on "Borgunknarren"--a 60' Viking ship replica--Leif K. Karlsen
reveals the secrets of Viking navigation. Karlsen has done extensive research on the Viking
"sunstone" and "horizon board" and explains how they work. This is an interesting, valuable, and
educational contribution to the understanding of the Vikings' success as navigators and
seamen." — Dr. Alf Lunder Knudsen, Editor Emeritus Western Viking The Norwegian Voice of
America -Since 1889



Using clues he gleaned from the Icelandic Sagas, his experience as a professional navigator,
and from his voyages on "Borgunknarren"--a 60' Viking ship replica--Leif K. Karlsen reveals the
secrets of Viking navigation. Karlsen has done extensive research on the Viking "sunstone" and
"horizon board" and explains how they work. This is an interesting, valuable, and educational
contribution to the understanding of the Vikings' success as navigators and seamen.--Dr. Alf
Lunder Knudsen, Editor Emeritus Western VikingIf "cutting edge" can be used in relation to
Viking navigation, this information is definitely it. Leif Karlsen is the world's foremost scholar on
the Viking sunstone. His well-researched and intelligent work on Viking navigation examines the
sagas and combines that information with the experiential and practical research of just trying it
out. It's a comprehensive and accessible study that's also a compelling analysis of the secrets of
Viking navigators, and their unparalleled success as sea-born explorers.--Kristine Leander, PhD,
Director, Leif Erikson International FoundationMost navigators have heard of Viking sunstones,
but few realize they are more than legend. Leif Karlsen has brought them to life. He shows us
how they work--now, and a thousand years ago--and what it was that led the Viking navigators to
develop this unique tool for finding the direction to the sun, even when the sun is obscured by
clouds or fog.--David Burch, PhD, Director, Starpath School of Navigation--This text refers to the
hardcover edition.From the PublisherLeif K. Karlsen has 45 years of experience at sea, including
many years in the North Atlantic where he served as a professional navigator and radio
eectronics officer with the U.S. Merchant Marine. His interest in Viking Navigation--how the
Vikings did it--lead to his discover of the Icelandic sunstones. After years of research, Leif is
considered a leading scholar on the subject of Viking navigation and the use of sunstones. --
This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.Excerpt. © Reprinted by
permission. All rights reserved.I become the owner of my own shipMy name is Hákon
Leifursson. I have just completed the first passage from my homeland to Iceland on my own ship.
I’ve made the passage ten times on my father’s ship since I was fifteen, but this time on my own
ship I made the passage. But let me start at the beginning and tell you the story.My father is a
merchant and trader who still sails his own ship from our home port of Trondheim, Norway. He is
well respected and knows the sea better than anyone else I know. He taught me so much for the
past ten years that my head is full of his voice saying, "Do this if this happens—do that if the
wind changes." We came back to our home port of Trondheim from a very successful voyage to
Iceland in the late summer of last year, number 987. He told me then he had decided this was a
good time for me to have my own ship because I had learned all he could teach me, and he
could tell that I was ready to be independent. I was happy to have his blessing to be the captain
of my own ship.I went to the boatbuilders in Sunndalen who had been building ships for
generations and had a reputation for building strong ships of the best quality. Both my father and
some of our best friends had their ships built there. I talked things over with the boatbuilder
Sverre Sunndalen. We decided that they should build for me a hafship, a seagoing vessel called
a knarr.The ship was to be built for cargo and seaworthiness, and to be a good heavy-weather
sailer. It would have an open cargo hold amidships with decking at both ends, but with little



protection for the people onboard. The knarr would also be fitted with two sets of oars fore and
aft, mainly to be used for rowing in and out of the harbors. Since I wanted to expand on the size
of my father’s ship, I asked them if they could make my ship even larger. They said they could; it
would be the largest ship they had built in Sunndalen.And so my ship was started in Sunndalen.
This is where the finest trees for boatbuilding are to be found. The timber was selected by Sverre
Sunndalen using trees from his own farm. I talked with the boatbuilders and discussed whether
to use oak or pine for the planking. They decided to use pine, both for lightness and for flexibility
on a ship of this large size. Tall pine trees with straight grain and without low branches were used
for the planking. The trees were split for the planking using wedges, and then carefully shaped
with axes and scraping tools. As they were finished, the planks were stored under water to keep
them green and workable until they were needed.The frames and curved pieces of the ship were
formed by following the grain of specially selected trunks and crooked limbs of oak trees. These
were trees where the burden of winter snow and ice had bent the trunks and limbs into natural
curves. Pieces with the right curves were carefully selected. This made for pieces of greater
strength, which were easier to finish to curved shapes than if they were bent from straight-
grained wood. The curved fore-and-aft stems were carved from a single piece of oak from an old
bent trunk. The keelson, keel, and frames were also made out of oak. All of these pieces were
carefully shaped by hand.--This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this
title.About the AuthorLeif K. Karlsen has 45 years experience at sea, including many years in the
North Atlantic where he served as a professional navigator and radio electronics officer with the
US Merchant Marine. He has also twice sailed as a crew member on a replica Viking ship. --This
text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.From the AuthorOver one thousand
years ago, in open, hand-built wooden ships powered by massive, hand-loomed sails, the
Vikings navigated the challenging waters of the North Atlantic. This was during the "Viking Age,"
approximately from the year 800 to the year 1050, when the Vikings of Norway were Europe’s
most renowned sailors. How the Vikings managed to navigate vast distances, time and time
again, without sextant, magnetic compass, charts, or even an accurate timepiece, is the subject
of this book. I have used the original Viking sagas as a beginning reference guide. These sagas
were ancient stories, first handed down orally from generation to generation, and not written
down by scholars until the thirteenth and early fourteenth centuries. I am convinced that the
Vikings also employed techniques and devices, born of necessity and their ingenuity, that did
not get described in the sagas. I believe one of the unknown navigational aids used by the Viking
navigators was the Solarsteinn or "sunstone." My research has convinced me that the Vikings
used these naturally-occurring crystals to locate the position of the sun when the sun was
completely obscured by the frequent fog and low clouds typical in the North Atlantic. The
geometry of this unique crystal and how it is used as a navigational aid is examined in detail in
this book. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.Read more
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Secrets of the Viking NavigatorsHow the Vikings used their amazing sunstones and other
techniques to cross the open oceanLeif K. KarlsenCopyright © 2003One Earth Press5201 15th
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Years LaterChapter Twenty One: Voyages on ”Borgundknarren”Chapter Twenty Two: Quest for
the SunstoneA Postscript: Calcite rhomb crystal discovered in ancient…AppendicesGlossary of
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project.Gísli Arason and Ólafur Vilhjámsson, Höfn, IcelandDavid Burch, PhD, Director of
Starpath School of Navigation, Seattle, Washington, USADr. Arne Emil Christensen, PhD,
Director, Vikingships Museum, Bygdøy, NorwaySea Captain Laurence Gellerman, Northwest
Seaport, Seattle, Washington, USADrs. Sveinn Jakobsson and Aevar Petersen, Icelandic
Institute of Natural History, Reykjavik, IcelandColin McDaniels, Seattle, Washington,
USACommander Ólafur V. Sigurdsson, Icelandic Coast Guard, IcelandSea Captain Søren
Thirslund, Maritime Museum, Kronberg, DenmarkIntroduction Over one thousand years ago, in
open, hand-built wooden ships powered by massive, hand-loomed sails, the Vikings navigated
the challenging waters of the North Atlantic. This was during the “Viking Age,” approximately
from the year 800 to the year 1050, when the Vikings of Norway were Europe’s most renowned
sailors. Their explorations first reached the Shetland Islands and the Faeroe Islands, then
Iceland, then Greenland, and, finally, the shores of the North American continent. How the



Vikings managed to navigate these vast distances, time and time again, without sextant,
magnetic compass, charts, or even an accurate timepiece, is the subject of this book.I have
used the original Viking sagas as a beginning reference guide. These sagas were ancient
stories, first handed down orally from generation to generation, and not written down by scholars
until the thirteenth and early fourteenth centuries. According to these sagas, the Vikings used
whales, swells, birds, the stars and the wind as clues to aid in navigation. Keep in mind that the
scholars writing these descriptions were not navigators. I am convinced that the Vikings also
employed techniques and devices, born of necessity and their ingenuity, that did not get
described in the sagas.I believe one of the unknown navigational aids used by the Viking
navigators was the Solarsteinn or “sunstone.” Sunstones, clear crystals found predominantly in
Iceland, are often mentioned in the sagas as prized possessions, ranked on a par with a fine
stud horse as an indicator of wealth. My research has convinced me that the Vikings used these
naturally-occurring crystals to locate the position of the sun when the sun was completely
obscured by the frequent fog and low clouds typical in the North Atlantic.In a natural world that is
filled with rare and exquisite examples of incredible uniqueness, sunstones defy the rational
mind. Sunstones are roughly the shape of a three-dimensional parallelogram. All sunstones,
without exception, have the same geometric shape and same angularity. Take a large sunstone
and break it into smaller pieces and you will have pieces with the exact same angles and
geometry as the original. Additionally, every face of the stone has a tilt of 11.5 degrees. The
geometry of this unique crystal and how it is used as a navigational aid will be examined in detail
later on in this book. Without knowing the precise time of day, it is impossible to determine
longitudinal position. Longitudes are the earth’s north-south axes. So the Vikings navigated only
by latitudes (the east-west axes) and, in doing so, reached their chosen destinations with
surprising accuracy. Following a more or less straight line east or west is called “latitude sailing”
and this was the technique employed by the Vikings.The latitudes at which the Vikings sailed
and many of the places the Vikings settled correspond with the latitudes (declinations) of four
“zenith stars” in the Big Dipper as they appeared in the year 1000. Included in the book are
charts of the principal navigational stars as they appeared a millennium ago. Steering by the
stars was also an important navigation method, as was the “shadow pin” technique of finding
true north when the sun was available. These are also discussed. The book begins with a
narrative that will give the reader the opportunity to share an open ocean passage with a Viking
merchant seaman and his crew. Their conversations and observations serve to introduce the
secrets of Viking navigation.Leif K. Karlsen, Port Orchard, Washington, USAThe history of the
Vikings is linked to their mastery of the sea. Ships were the basis of all Viking activity: war, trade,
or exploration. This is the story of a voyage as might have been, told by a young Viking merchant
seaman, on his first passage from his home in Norway to Iceland. Chapter OneI become the
owner of my own shipMy name is Hákon Leifursson. I have just completed the first passage from
my homeland to Iceland on my own ship. I’ve made the passage ten times on my father’s ship
since I was fifteen, but this time on my own ship I made the passage. But let me start at the



beginning and tell you the story.My father is a merchant and trader who still sails his own ship
from our home port of Trondheim, Norway. He is well respected and knows the sea better than
anyone else I know. He taught me so much for the past ten years that my head is full of his voice
saying, “Do this if this happens—do that if the wind changes.” We came back to our home port of
Trondheim from a very successful voyage to Iceland in the late summer of last year, number 987.
He told me then he had decided this was a good time for me to have my own ship because I had
learned all he could teach me, and he could tell that I was ready to be independent. I was happy
to have his blessing to be the captain of my own ship.I went to the boatbuilders in Sunndalen
who had been building ships for generations and had a reputation for building strong ships of the
best quality. Both my father and some of our best friends had their ships built there. I talked
things over with the boatbuilder Sverre Sunndalen. We decided that they should build for me a
hafship, a seagoing vessel called a knarr.The ship was to be built for cargo and seaworthiness,
and to be a good heavy-weather sailer. It would have an open cargo hold amidships with
decking at both ends, but with little protection for the people onboard. The knarr would also be
fitted with two sets of oars fore and aft, mainly to be used for rowing in and out of the harbors.
Since I wanted to expand on the size of my father’s ship, I asked them if they could make my ship
even larger. They said they could; it would be the largest ship they had built in Sunndalen.We
measured and laid out the hull.And so my ship was started in Sunndalen. This is where the finest
trees for boatbuilding are to be found. The timber was selected by Sverre Sunndalen using trees
from his own farm. I talked with the boatbuilders and discussed whether to use oak or pine for
the planking. They decided to use pine, both for lightness and for flexibility on a ship of this large
size. Tall pine trees with straight grain and without low branches were used for the planking. The
trees were split for the planking using wedges, and then carefully shaped with axes and scraping
tools. As they were finished, the planks were stored under water to keep them green and
workable until they were needed.The frames and curved pieces of the ship were formed by
following the grain of specially selected trunks and crooked limbs of oak trees. These were trees
where the burden of winter snow and ice had bent the trunks and limbs into natural curves.
Pieces with the right curves were carefully selected. This made for pieces of greater strength,
which were easier to finish to curved shapes than if they were bent from straight-grained wood.
The curved fore-and-aft stems were carved from a single piece of oak from an old bent trunk.
The keelson, keel, and frames were also made out of oak. All of these pieces were carefully
shaped by hand.Old, bent branches were used for curved parts.We chose pine planking for
lightness and flexibility for the hull.We measured and laid out the lengths for the hull. The knarr
would be beamy, a very strong ship, 54 feet long, with a 15 foot beam, and an extra high
freeboard. Height amidships was to be 6 feet. There were 12 planks on each side, with the
widest being about 20 inches.The keel was laid last autumn. After a busy winter the boat-builder
and his two sons had the knarr hull built and ready for launching in the early spring. I watched
and eagerly helped as it was taking shape, and I learned many things about my ship by watching
as it was being constructed. I learned how before the overlapping planks were riveted together, a



string of wool is soaked in pine tar and placed between the planks to keep the hull watertight. I
often picked up the tools to get the feel of how to shape the wood. Sunndalen’s son showed me
how to use the adz and broadax, so that now I can replace a section of wood if it gets
damaged.Boatbuilding yard at Sunndalen.The side rudder used for steering was mounted on
the starboard quarter aft by a rope through the upper planking and pivoted on a boss lower
down, about halfway down between the upper planking and the keel. The steering oar is
controlled by an athwartship tiller.The knarr’s hull was a masterpiece, sitting there with several
fresh thin coats of pine-tar on the outside. All in all, I could see it was going to be a beautiful
ship.Since Sverre Sunndalen’s farm is located inland several miles from the fjord, we had to
transport the vessel on a special wagon pulled by horses down to the fjord where it was
launched. People from near and far came to see the launching of the biggest vessel ever built in
Sunndalen.After the launching, the ship was named after the national bird of Iceland: the
Geirfálki (Gyrfalcon). She was now ready to be rigged and outfitted for her first voyage to
Iceland.The siglutre (mast) was made of pine, 42 feet high. All the lines were attached to the
mast before it was raised. The mast was stepped (raised) and the yardarm fitted, held to the
mast by a rakki, a piece of wood shaped like a horseshoe used to keep the yardarm close to the
mast. The standing rigging was kept simple, with a forestay to the bow, the backstay to double
as a halyard to hoist and lower sail. The shrouds—four on each side of the mast—were fastened
to the frames.I purchased the finest siglu (square sail) to be had from a sail-maker in Trondheim
who imports wadmal, the best sail making material available, from Iceland. Wadmal is made
from specially selected sheep’s wool, using the long outer hairs of the fleece for strength and
durability. The lanolin is left in the fleece. The wool is spun and tightly woven into long strips,
which are then sewn together and oiled to make the sail windtight and water resistant. The total
area for my sail was about 120 square yards.The lines for the rigging are all made of tarred
hemp. The smaller lines are made from horsehair. After several hours of rigging and pulling lines,
the sail was securely attached to the yardarm, and finally the ship was ready to sail.Materials
and Dimensions of “Geirfalki”Length:54 feetBeam:15 feetFreeboard amidship:6 feetMast
height:42 feetHull material:Pine plankingDeck material:Pine boardsSail area:120 sq. yardsSail
material:WadmalLines riggingTarred hempSmall linesHorsehairA knarr ship,
“Grønlandsknarren” (The Greenlandsknarr). Drawing by Han Riishede with kind permission from
the Vikingship Museum in Roskilde, Denmark. The vessel and rigging are discussed in Chapter
10.“I name you ‘Geirfálki’—may you be as fast as the bird you are named for.” Chapter
TwoSeeking a crew and cargo for the tripFirst I sailed my new ship home to Trondheim, Norway,
to look for crew and cargo for the passage to Iceland. My friends and family were the temporary
crew. They all left the ship in Trondheim, except my younger brother Kaare, who wanted to make
his first passage to Iceland with me.Everyone brought goods with them for trade in the city, since
Trondheim is a major marketplace. Merchants gathered from distant lands to set up their booths
to sell their wares. We all had a great time seeing the array of merchandise on hand and
gathering news from other lands.Trondheim is a good place to find a crew for the voyage to



Iceland. It is customary for many Icelandic merchants and seamen to spend the winters here,
since ships do not make the voyage to Iceland in the late fall or winter due to the severe weather.
The crewmen would be looking for passage back to Iceland in the spring when I planned to sail.I
could hear my father’s advice in my head, “The main thing is to be a good captain, keep your
ship in good shape, for then a capable crew will join you.” I knew I had a good ship and that I was
known as a good captain and extraordinary seaman. So off I boldly went, the proud new ship
owner and captain, to the market place in Trondheim to announce my planned voyage to a few
merchants. All I said was, “I have a new ship and I am looking for cargo and a good crew to sail
to Iceland.” It was but a short wait before capable men started showing up to volunteer, and
before long I had my first crew.Sigurbjörn, an Icelander, was the first to join. Sigurbjörn had been
a friend for a long time. We first met on my father’s ship when I first went to sea years ago.
Sigurbjörn said he was now ready to teach me many of the business strategies that had made
him such a successful merchant. Sigurbjörn would bring to Trondheim dried and smoked fish
from Iceland. With the profit from the sale in the market place in Trondheim he would purchase
kegs of mead and barrels of wine to take back to Iceland. He had established a profitable market
for wine and mead in Reykjavik.Sigurbjörn knew of three cousins, Thorvik, Baird, and Thord who
were looking for passage back to their home in Iceland. Sigurbjörn said he would find them and
let them know there was a good ship leaving for Iceland soon. The three cousins had spent the
winter in Norway with the Norwegian part of their family. Their Norwegian relatives were
blacksmiths, so the cousins had traded wadmal cloth they brought over from Iceland for the
excellent tools made by their family. They were going back home with the iron tools for the
market in Reykjavik.Next I found Arn and Oláfur in the market place. They were both Norwegian
merchants who had vast holdings of forested land. I told them that timber was always in great
demand in Iceland, and would fetch a good price. There were no trees growing in Iceland that
could make good boats or houses. All of the lumber had to be imported. Arn and Oláfur thought
this was a good idea for establishing a business, and agreed to go on this voyage to Iceland.
They said they felt very lucky to have met with me, such a well-known seaman, and to have this
opportunity to join my ship. This would be their first trip to Iceland, and they were looking forward
to a good summer there. They had many friends in Iceland who had moved from Trondheim, and
they wanted to visit them all.The route of the “Geirfálki”Sunndalen—place of construction to
Trondheim—one day.Trondheim, Norway to Horn, Iceland—eight days and 725 nautical
miles.Then on to Reykjavik on the western side—just under four days.Last to join the crew were
Gudmund and Egil, and Egil’s friend Geir. Gudmund and Egil were father and son. They had
heard the gossip in the market that there was a good ship looking for crew. They came to the
harbor, found my ship, and offered their services. They had brought falcons to Norway from
Iceland, and now needed to return home. They had traded the falcons for flour. They knew that
flour was always needed in Iceland, and they anticipated making a good profit. I could tell from
their appearance that they were strong and capable men and I welcomed them aboard.Geir was
a handsome young trader from Iceland. This had been his first trip to Norway. He brought fine



walrus ivory that he had obtained in a trade with a Greenland merchant he had met in Reykjavik.
He had traded the ivory in the Trondheim market for fine and delicate purple cloth from a
travelling merchant who had gotten it from a far away land he wouldn’t name. The merchant
would only say that the cloth came from a land by the sea where purple dye is made from
seashells. Geir thought that cloth of this rare quality would fetch a good profit in Iceland. These
merchants not only served as the crew, they were also responsible for their own cargo. Under
the captain’s guidance, a merchant brings his cargo aboard, secures it, watches over it at sea to
prevent any damage to the merchandise, and unloads it at the destination.The youngest crew
member was my brother Kaare Leifursson who was coming along to learn the merchant trade. I
had also promised to teach him the secrets of navigation which I had learned from our
father.Everyone paid for their passage and cargo space in wadmal, silver, or both. I was, like
most merchants and captains, equipped with a small pair of scales for weighing the silver when
the deal was made. I told Kaare that I preferred wadmal for payment, because Norwegian
merchants considered coins of value only as a source of metal. In most cases, they melted down
the silver coins for metal to make jewelry.In addition to the working crew, I also had a newlywed
couple, Trygve from Iceland, and Ögn from Norway, joining as passengers to Iceland, along with
their five sheep which they had received as a wedding gift. Many captains refuse to allow
livestock onboard their ship. They think it attracts bad luck. This is part of the Old Ways. I don’t
believe livestock attracts anything but strong odors, so I let them come along.A newlywed
couple joined as passengers to Iceland, along with their five sheep which, they received as a
wedding gift. Chapter Three“Geirfálki” departs on her first voyageSeveral days before departure,
all the navigational gear was tested and the references were verified for latitude 64° North. The
height of Polaris, the “North Star,” was noted, and the height of the low twilight stars was
measured and marked on a reference board held at arm’s length. A bearing of the sun at sunrise
and sunset was also taken with the horizon board. All the lines and ropes were checked and
tested for strength. The anchor and anchor line were tested. The entire rigging was given a good
going over, including the rigging blocks. At last the sail was secured to the siglure (yardarm), and
finally the sail was hoisted. For two days the ship went through trial runs without any major
trouble. Only a few small adjustments to the length of the shrouds were needed. The ship, the
crew, and the captain were now ready for the first voyage of the “Geirfálki.”I called everyone
together and announced, “When the weather is favorable, I would like to leave as soon as
possible. Make all preparations for the voyage.”One part of the Old Ways that I halfway believe in
is the casting of the Runes. The ones called “Christians” discouraged any part of the Old Ways.
Many people who prefer the Old Ways are moving to Iceland, or on to Greenland, so they can
continue their preferred way of life without scorn.My mother always insisted on casting the
Runes before allowing my father to pick the day he would leave. She intended to offer me the
same protection. The Runes are a collection of twenty-four symbols engraved in small pieces of
stone or wood. The pieces are randomly drawn from inside a pouch where the collection is kept.
For my passage my mother drew:“raiðo”—which means journey, pilgrimage, change, destiny,



quest, progress, life lessons.“wunjo”—for success in any endeavor, to motivate, to complete the
task at hand.“jera”—change, cycle turning, reward, motion, productivity, inevitable
development.She was very excited about the results of the Runes and said that she was now
sure the Gods were smiling on us; I now had her blessing to leave.After saying goodbye to my
family I had to turn to final preparation for the voyage. First, I made sure the sunstone was
onboard and well protected, due to its fragile nature. Food, water, and the necessary supplies
were taken onboard. Extra lines were stored. Oiled wool, cloth suitable for mending sails, was
also taken on-board, along with a large number of needles, plenty of thread and cord, and a
supply of nails, both spikes and rivets. We needed supplies and shipwright tools in case we had
to make emergency repairs to the ship, at sea or in port. We took carpenter tools such as
broadax, adz, wooden breast auger with metal bits for boring holes in timber, extra axes, knives,
chisels for log splitting, wedges, hammers and tongs used in forging iron nails, and not to forget
the bailing buckets. The tools were oiled well and wrapped in hide to keep the iron from
rusting.Casting the Runes.Maritime law requires the captain to make the ship ready so
thoroughly that it is fully fit for sea, with all its gear and enough fresh water for the passage. We
had five casks of water onboard. One cask held about enough water for six men for the expected
duration of this voyage, so I had more than enough water for the minimum requirement. I also
brought food aboard which was mostly dried or smoked fish, and smoked meat, as well as some
vegetables and fruit which was dried, salted or pickled. The crewmembers brought additional
preserved food onboard.A ship laden in accordance with maritime law, when it is divided into
fifths, will have three parts submerged and two above the water line, measured amidships. This
is a measurement of the maximum amount of cargo that was safe for a ship to carry. I knew the
common cause for ships going down in rough weather was from overloading. I have seen other
crews loading deck cargo until their ship could hardly float. I was very careful not to overload the
ship, and I explained this reasoning to the merchant crew.We spent a full day carefully loading
and securing our cargo. First we loaded the timber to be used for houses and boat building.
Then came the barrels of flour, the kegs of mead and wine and the iron hand tools. Geir’s fine
cloth could be damaged by water, so it was wrapped in layers of wadmal and then covered with
hides. These tight packages were then stowed in watertight trunks. When all the cargo was
onboard and secured, personal belongings were brought on board. The ship’s færing, a four-
oared rowboat was stored upside down on top of the cargo and secured. Late in the day, Trygve
and Ögn brought their sheep onboard with some hay for bedding and fodder. At last all the cargo
was loaded and we were ready to sail. By now it was early April. I had been waiting for a day with
favorable weather and wind conditions. I couldn’t take an untried ship out any earlier than April
because the frequency of storms is greater in the early spring, and I was not certain how well the
ship would handle in a storm.The next morning brought the bright, early April day I had been
waiting for; I decided it was the right time to leave Trondheim and head for Horn, located on the
southeast coast of Iceland.Everything loose was stored away and lashed securely to prevent it
from shifting. The crew was present, the passengers were all excited, anticipating getting



underway. Thankfully the sheep were calm. The gangplank was taken in and stowed away. The
lines were let go and the ship began to float free at last.As the ship slowly pulled away from the
dock in a gentle breeze, the crew discovered that Geir was missing. He was still on the dock
saying goodbye to his girlfriend. Everybody yelled, “Come on Geir, run, you can make it.” Geir
came running as the ship moved slowly away from the dock. With great effort Geir jumped from
the dock to the ship. He was able to grab hold of the sternpost and hang on. Thorvik and Thord
grabbed him by the coat and the seat of his pants and pulled him onboard. He landed on deck
headfirst but unharmed. Egil remarked that Geir couldn’t be hurt because he had landed on his
hard head. Geir felt very foolish in front of the whole crew. I told him that he was neither the first
nor the last seaman to almost miss the ship, and he shouldn’t be embarrassed.The ship began
to float away from the dock—free at last.After leaving the dock in Trondheim, we sailed out the
Trondheimsfjord using known landmarks as guide. With a variable wind we headed out, passing
the island of Hitra on the port side, then into the Frohavet and out into the North Sea. Using the
Halten area as a departure point, I set the course due west to cross the ocean, following roughly
the 64th parallel, heading for Horn, Iceland, which is also at latitude 64° North. Total distance to
sail was about 725 nautical miles. After the first hour, the weather was still nice, but the wind had
picked up and shifted to northeast at about 20 knots. The ship was making good speed.That
evening I showed my brother Kaare how to get a bearing of the sun while we still could see the
landmarks on shore. On the horizon board for latitude 64° North, I had all the bearings carved for
the summer months from March to September, on the 21st of each month, and another set of
bearings for each seventh day. All these bearings were prepared before the voyage using the
information from voyages made in previous years.I reminded my brother, “You have to remember
Kaare, there are three times a day that you can get a reference bearing of the sun: at sunrise,
noon, and again at sunset. With these reference bearings you check the wind and swell
directions to steer by. The more often you get a bearing the more accurate the course becomes.
Always stay on top of things. You never know when the weather will change. With a good
reference bearing you will at least have the wind and the swell to steer by.” During the first night,
around midnight, the wind decreased and shifted and became northerly; the sea was moderate,
and the ship moved along on a starboard tack making good speed.Of the thirteen people
onboard, the nine merchants were standing watches, three men on each watch. As the captain, I
was always available and expected to take charge when needed.As well as learning the secrets
of navigation, my brother Kaare was learning seamanship by taking turns at the tiller and doing
other chores. The two passengers, Trygve and Ögn, helped out when needed. Trygve was an
experienced seaman and carpenter, and Ögn was well acquainted with the sea from her
experience helping her father on his fishing boat. Standing orders were that in rough weather all
hands would be turned to, each man would take a turn at the tiller, handle the lines, man the sail,
bail, and perform any other functions necessary for the safety of the ship.At sunset, the ship was
still on a good heading west. After dark I was able to get a bearing of Polaris, the “North Star.” I
told the man at the tiller to hold the bow towards a low star on the western sky, and to keep



Polaris on the starboard beam. Since the stars changed direction as they moved across the sky,
it was later necessary to shift to another star to steer by, again using Polaris for orientation. It was
common knowledge that higher northern stars rise north of due east and set north of due west.I
knew the height of a certain star in the Big Dipper which just skimmed the horizon at twilight. I
had marked this distance on a reference board before leaving home. If the distance increased it
meant we were set farther north, a decrease meant we were farther south than our desired
course. From the observation of Polaris and the measurement of the distance above the horizon
of the skimming star, I could tell that we were still holding a good course west. Later, I would
explain these secrets to my brother.Fog drifted in during the night. The next morning the horizon
was obscured by a fog bank, but there was a clear blue spot of sky overhead. The rising sun
could not be seen, so we could not take a direct bearing of the sun. Now I was happy that I had
the sunstone with me. The sunstone would point to the rising sun through the fog. I went up to
the bow with my brother and took out the sunstone, and with it I found the exact bearing of the
sun. Then we used the horizon board and aligned it with the sunstone’s bearing. The horizon
board showed the sun’s true bearing and the desired course was read from it. Kaare was
impressed. He had heard rumors of this stone, but didn’t know that they really worked. I just held
the stone up toward the heavens, looked through it, rotated it a little, and had the bearing. It
seemed magical. I promised Kaare that I would soon teach him how to use this remarkable
stone.With the wind on the starboard side all night, I discovered that we had been set to port. I
decided to compensate by steering up to starboard before we got too far off course. The weather
was still nice, the sea was moderate, and the wind was still from the north at about 15 knots. The
“Geirfálki” was flying like a falcon; we were making good headway.At noon on the second day, an
update of the heading was made by using the shadow pin. I told Kaare how to find true north
each day at noon by using the shadow pin. “The basis for this is simple, just compare the length
of an afternoon shadow with that of the morning shadow. You have to be extra careful when you
are taking bearings of the sun. Avoid looking up at the sun directly, but instead keep track of the
shadow. This way you avoid going blind! Some time before noon you set up a steady course. A
cloud on the horizon, wind, or swell direction from a previous sun bearing, or a landmark will
work for the duration of the observation. Also remember that the heading must be the same for
the two readings: the one before noon and the one after noon. Place the shadow pin with the
sharp point up, perpendicular to the horizon in the center of a flat board that must be kept level
with the horizon. Mark the first point where the tip of the pin’s shadow falls and draw a circle
through this point with the base of the pin at its center. A string from the base of the shadow pin
to the first mark will be used for this. In the afternoon when the shadow again touches the circle,
you mark the second point.
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J.J. Juicy Eyes, “Iceland Spar User Manual. This book contains some of the most specific
instructions available on how to use Iceland Spar or Calcite to find direction. If you own a chunk
of calcite, this book makes a great companion. Also this book talks about how the vikings may
have used other methods back in the day based on historical evidence and on educated guess.
The Sagas are based on actual historical events as well as some myth mixed in here and there
so educated guess comes with this territory. If the most you read is Thor comics then stay
away......though it is a great read for anyone who is interested in the reality of viking age sea
exploration. It becomes apparent very quickly that the author has a background and passion
that qualifies him to make such hypothesis.”

John E Spitko Jr, “This book is amazing. Mr. This book is amazing. Mr. Karlsen seems to have
devoted his life and considerable talents to investigating and unveiling the many navigational
secrets of the Vikings. His coverage of Viking history and their intrepid voyages of discovery are
spellbinding. I had actually bought this book to give as a Christmas gift along with an Iceland
Spar. But one quick flip through the pages told me I had to read the entire book before we
wrapped it for Christmas. Which I did. It's a page turner. Thanks to the author for this wonderful
work of history, adventure, craftsmanship, and science.”

zundlem, “Viking Navigators. ive always found it interesting how the Vikings Navigated the
oceans”

Michael Gasperi, “Well done. I found the book to be very interesting. I was on a cruise around
Iceland and bought the book to understand how the Vikings navigated at sea. The part about
the Icelandic spar being used to locate the sun was especially interesting since the horizon was
often totally obscured by fog.”

Photoman Ed, “Worth the read. An excellent glimpse into how the Vikings navigated. I
recommend this to anyone interested in Viking history.”

Stefani, “A Christmas gift for my son. This book was part of a Christmas gift for my son, who
belongs to a medieval recreation and study group called SCA. He has been studying Viking
culture, art, and history for several years. I got him a sunstone along with the book and he is
thrilled with the gift.”

Michael Kauper, “Great resounce and fun!. Fascinating, fun, highly entertaining and educational.
I am an astronomer and an SCA re-enactor and this book has challenged me and informed me.
I love it.  I bought two sun stones and they do work as claimed.”



Frank D. Harrisson, “Leif the Lucky set foot on North America in 1000 AD.. Fantastic historical
events that took place 492 years before Columbus. Leif Karlsen clearly followed through by
venturing on the passage toward New Foundland and Cape Cod in the same manner and using
similar navigation instruments as Leif Erickson would have done it back in 1000 AD. Much of the
lumber in Greenland came from Canada, an unlawful act as I learned elsewhere through court
documents still preserved in Norway. I could not lay the book down and I had to try the solarstein
(sun crystal or glass) as well.”

Andrew, “Outstanding research!. What an excellent book this is! The author has obviously
researched the contents very thoroughly and gives a clear insight into how the Vikings navigated
across huge open spaces of water with very few reference points by which to check the
accuracy of their progress. The fact that they did manage to make landfall in places as far away
as Greenland rather proves the point that they must have had some means of navigating with
predictable accuracy, both by day and night, and in sunshine and cloud. Leif Karlsen
convincingly brings the various methods they used to life, with a simple piece of rock crystal as
central tool, in this fascinating tour of exploration of Viking navigational methods. Highly
recommended!”

James Docherty, “Great book, would recommend any time. Great book , would recommend any
time.”

Paco B., “Se puede navegar sin brujula?. Tenia curiosidad por saber como se orientaban los
Vikingos con el Espato de Islandia y este libro es excelente para conocer cono era posible que
navegasen por todas partes sin GPS y hasta sin brujula, astrolabio y reloj. La descarga con
Kindle Wishpernet fue nstantanea”

Benconti, “An accurate research. A very accurate research combined with the effort to make a
novel. Recommended in particular to those wanting to understand the ancient techniques for
celestial navigation.”

AltaBerg, “This is a good book and almost a must read for anybody interested .... This is a good
book and almost a must read for anybody interested in simple nautical navigation and the
history of nautical navigation”

The book by Leif K. Karlsen has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 57 people have provided feedback.
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